MANAGED
VULNERABILITY
SCANNING

The Managed Vulnerability Scanning (MVS)
application is used to automatically scan hosts
for possible security issues and produce easy to
read reports based on its findings.

WHAT DOES MVS DO?
MVS uses a number of well known and private
tools to provide you with a list of vulnerabilities
and security weaknesses found across your
network perimeter or internally. This includes
remediation steps that are required to solve the
found issues.
Our reports allow a technical analyst to find
and remediate issues, whilst our differential
report allows management and non-technical
customers to view a differential between the
latest 2 reports showing all fixed, persistent
and new vulnerabilities that may have arisen
between scans.
MVS scans for the following types of issues:
Common Vulnerabilities that allow a remote
hacker to control systems or access sensitive
data on a system.

GET IN TOUCH

Misconfiguration issues (e.g. Misconfigured
ssh, open mail relays, missing patches, etc.).

A weekly or monthly technical report,
detailing all vulnerabilities that are found.

Default passwords, a few common passwords,
blank/absent passwords and functionality for
launching external password crackers such as
Hydra for dictionary attacks.

A weekly or monthly differential report,
showing the difference between the last scan
and the new scan, including some interesting
statistics about your network.

Possible avenues for denial of service attacks
against hosts.

Excel documentation for plugging in to
threat intelligence feeds and for managing
information in a easy to use format.

A variety of software issues, bugs and
vulnerabilities that are classified as Critical,
High, Medium and Low. Informational
vulnerabilities are optional.

WHAT DO YOU GET?
MVS will provide you with a list of the most
critical to least critical vulnerabilities found,
along with possible remediation steps for each
vulnerability.
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MVS Averages, which includes the average
between your scan and all of our customers,
or customers in a specific industry so that you
can benchmark yourself against others in your
industry.
World Class support for a dedicated security
analyst who manages your weekly or monthly
scans holistcally.
All this for a low monthly cost per IP address.
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